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Liz, Maggie Create Haynes Sister Tribute Act

Miracle Hair Refuses Turning To Gray

“Lord Help The Mister, That Comes Between Me and My
Seriously Significantly Older Sister”

Michele Lenz-Noll Continues to Stump International
Hair Scientists with Still-Raven Locks
(Geneva) Scientists from around the
world have assembled to study
Michele Lenz-Noll’s scalp and follicle
structure to attempt to solve the
mystery of her still raven-like locks.
As her actual date of birth has been
sealed by several court orders, the
Swiss scientists have concluded her
youthful looks combined with an absence of gray hair
results in her being a “scientific wünderbabe.”

(Pine Tree) Following months of Broadway speculation,
Margaret Sears and Elizabeth Sears-McGrory have
announced their new two-woman show: The Haynes
Sisters. Based on the comely sister characters in “White
Christmas,” the two have put together a theatrical tribute
to the blondish gal singers who won the hearts of many
returning war veterans who had the ability to travel to
Vermont on a moment’s notice.
“This red velvet wrinkles too damn fast,” said Liz after the
closing number run-through, “but at least we have our
holiday shows booked.” Their agent, Mike Dapper, was
over the holidays. “This feel-good show is perfect for the
adults in the family,” said the wily gray-haired pro, “and if
Maggie keeps her best charm school persona front and
center, we may be able to make a few bucks on this deal.”
Maggie Sears kept her comments brief but pointed out
that the majority of the
stains on her white
holiday frock were “likely
salsa based” and the
whole batwing incident
was “only partially her
fault.” After photos and
autographs, the gals
turned towards the
lodge in unison and said,
“Count your blessings
instead of sheep.”

Scientist Ginger Schnackenberg (below) stated, “Every
one of her hair samples had uniform, dark rich coloring,
consistent with a mature teen-ager from a rural area.”
She
continued,
“We were excited
when a large gray
hair was found
embedded in the
sample. But it
was determined
it was from the
upper back of her
husband, Dave, and inadvertently fell into one of the
collection snares during one of their raucous Twister® or
Jenga® parties.” The research is now focused on her
adolescent lifestyle. “All this chick ate as a teenager was
turtle meat and a few jalapenos,” said Ginger. “So we are
going to take a few swabs from her mother and see what
shakes out on the old genome analysis machine.”

